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ABSTRACT: Oxidative coupling reactions, where two electrons are
released from the reactants and trapped by an oxidant, have arisen as a
versatile alternative to cross-coupling in chemical synthesis. Despite the
large number of experimental reports on the process, a clear mechanistic
picture is only starting to emerge. In this perspective, we highlight the
contribution from density functional theory (DFT) calculations to the
computational characterization of this mechanism. Oxidative coupling
processes have been reported, differing in both the catalyst (radicals,
precious metals, or Earth-abundant metals) and the oxidant. We have
found it more useful to classify them according to the oxidant used, as
metal-based oxidants and metal-free oxidants seem to favor different
mechanistic variations. All steps in the full catalytic cycle are analyzed,
and issues concerning selectivity and influence of the oxidant are considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The selective formation of bonds between carbon and other
carbon or heteroatom centers is one of the main challenges of
synthetic chemistry. In the last decades of the past century,
cross-coupling reactions based on transition-metal catalysis
emerged as a powerful tool to build molecular complexity.1

Work in the topic was indeed recognized by the Nobel Prize in
2010, which was awarded to Heck, Suzuki, and Negishi.2 This
methodology is based on the coupling of two different
reactants, one with a more electrophilic carbon center
(bound to halide, triflate, ...) and another with a more
nucleophilic one (bound to a more electropositive atom).
The coupling of nucleophilic and electrophilic centers has the
advantage of an electroneutral process, as the formal charges on
the remaining fragments are neutralized. However, it has two
limitations. The main one is the usual need of prefunctionaliza-
tion of the substrate. A second problem derives from that fact
that the electropositive atoms bound to the nucleophilic
carbon, such as boron, silicon, tin, or zinc, are usually relatively
uncommon in organic chemistry (Scheme 1, top equation).
These atoms go usually to subproducts, which are not easy to
separate. In this aspect, the poor atom economy of classical
cross-coupling is not an ideal fit with the “green chemistry”
concept, which tries to minimize the human impact on the
environment, making processes more sustainable.3

Oxidative coupling is an emerging alternative to cross-
coupling, which can deal with some of the problems mentioned
above.4 In oxidative coupling, two nucleophilic centers, that can
be carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, or others, are coupled (Scheme 1,
middle equation). The basic concept is similar to cross-
coupling, but there are significant practical differences. The
nucleophilic centers are often bound to hydrogen, which does

not require prefunctionalization, and there is a need for an
external (or internal) oxidant to keep the entire process
electroneutral.
The lack of prefunctionalization is mostly an advantage,

although it may limit group tolerance and create the need of
directing groups to achieve good selectivities in the case of
competing C−H bonds for activation. The need for an external
oxidant is mostly a disadvantage, as the byproducts of their
reduction have to be eliminated, except in the case where
dioxygen can be applied, producing only water as waste.
Oxidative coupling is thus a related and complementary
approach to cross-coupling, which may be able to replace it
since it is more efficient in many cases. Although it will not be
discussed here, we must mention that the reverse methodology,
namely reductive coupling, is also being developed, especially to
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Scheme 1. Cross-Coupling versus Oxidative and Reductive
Couplings
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introduce CO2 as an electrophile (Scheme 1, bottom
equation).5

We are aware that other redox processes are becoming key
reactions in modern chemistry. Some of them could be
included in a more general definition of oxidative coupling but
have not been considered for this perspective, For example,
photoredox catalysis often leads to chemical couplings such as
C−C or C−N bond formations,6,7 but the main mechanistic
feature of this methodology is the interaction of light with the
substrate or the catalyst.8 Something similar occurs for
electrochemical oxidations,9 that usually involve a formal
oxidative coupling but have a mechanism based on electrode
electron transfers,10 or stoichiometric oxidations, such as those
in iodine(III)-mediated chemistry.11 Although certainly rele-
vant, the mechanisms of these transformations have different
features from those discussed in this work.
The mechanistic picture for cross-coupling is quite clear

nowadays, and it is a good starting point to discuss that of
oxidative coupling. The cross-coupling catalytic cycle consists
of three main steps: oxidative addition, transmetalation, and
reductive elimination (Scheme 2). Other minor steps such as

the aggregation of intermediates, isomerization, or activation of
the reactant with a base can also be present in the catalytic
cycle. In the most common examples, a C-halogen bond is
activated through oxidative addition, formally oxidizing the
metal by two units. Then, an electronegative carbon replaces
the halogen in the metal coordination sphere by trans-
metalation. Depending on the counterpart of the electro-
negative carbon reactant, which is usually based on non-
abundant elements in organic compounds such as B, Si, and Zn,
different cross-coupling protocols have been reported, covering
a wide range of chemical transformations. Finally, the oxidized
metal undergoes a reductive elimination step, releasing the
product and regenerating the catalyst. This cross-coupling
mechanism has been extensively studied by computational
chemistry, mainly by density functional theory (DFT)
methodology,12−15 and this has contributed substantially to
the characterization of this mechanism.
The problem in the translation of mechanistic concepts from

cross-coupling to oxidative coupling is in the role of the
oxidant, which must take two (or more) electrons from the
reactants to keep the entire process electroneutral. This
seemingly small change critically affects the reaction mecha-
nism; in fact, in many cases, it is not clear how and when the
oxidant participates in the catalytic cycle. The seminal work by
Miura and Satoh on the oxidative coupling of alkynes and
benzoic acid presents a clear example of these questions.16,17 It
was found that, depending on the metal (Rh/Ir) and depending

on the oxidant (silver or copper acetate), the chemoselectivity
of the reaction is reversed, proving an active role of the oxidant
during the reaction. Thus, some important questions have risen
from an experimental point of view, such as

(1) What is the specific role of the oxidant in the reaction?
(2) Why do specific “magic” combinations of oxidant/

additives are especially efficient?
(3) What is the actual active catalyst in solution?

In this perspective, we intend to summarize the mechanistic
knowledge that has been collected on oxidative coupling in
recent years, with a focus on the contribution from calculations.
We will first discuss briefly C−H activation, which is common
with other processes such as direct arylation, and has been
discussed previously. We then will focus on the more specific
aspects of oxidative coupling. We have classified the results as a
function of the nature of the oxidant, because we consider this
to be mechanistically significant.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
In this perspective, we focus on the recent progress in the
computational characterization of oxidative coupling mecha-
nisms. In this section, we report a brief summary of the most
common methodologies that are being employed in this area.
Density functional theory (DFT) is clearly the preferred
method for the computational study of these reactions. DFT
has been extensively used in many different chemical processes,
and, in organometallic chemistry and homogeneous catalysis, it
is clearly the current method of choice.18 Regarding the specific
functionals employed, both (meta)GGA and hybrid functionals
are used, most often B3LYP,19,20 M06-L,21 M06,22 and B97D.23

The amount of HF exchange in the functional is important
when open-shell species participate in the reaction pathways,
and consequently, benchmarking of the selected method, either
vs experiment or vs highly accurate calculations, is extremely
important on the field. The contribution of dispersion
corrections is also nowadays widely recognized, and is often
introduced as an explicit term (D223 or D324) or indirectly
through heavily parametrized functionals such as those in the
M06 family. Implicit solvent models (such as SMD)25 in
optimizations to simulate the reaction medium are also now the
common practice.

3. THE MECHANISM OF C−H (OR X-H) ACTIVATION
Oxidative coupling often involves the direct activation of two
C−H or X−H (where X is a heteroatom) bonds, without
prefunctionalization. This step is not exclusive of oxidative
coupling. The mechanisms of C−H activation have indeed
been actively explored both experimentally26−29 and theoret-
ically30−33 during the last decades.
The most common reaction pathways are summarized in

Scheme 3. The specific mechanism of C−H activation is
dependent on the metal and the organic fragment. If a metal
can easily reach a higher oxidation state, the oxidative addition
of the C−H bond would be the most preferred mechanism.
This is usually the case in low-valency late transition metals,
which can increase the oxidation state of the metal by two
units.34 σ-Bond metathesis consists of the addition of the C−H
bond to an activated M−C or M−H bond, typically on early
transition metals. Finally, the most widely explored C−H
activation mechanism, and the one that usually occurs in
oxidative couplings, is the concerted metalation−deprotonation
(CMD).35−37 In this case, an external base, most often a

Scheme 2. Schematic Catalytic Cycle of the Cross-Coupling
Reaction
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carboxylate attached to the metal, helps in the deprotonation of
the activated C−H bond. Macgregor recently reported a
comprehensive review on the field that collects the large
number of systems in which CMD is the C−H activation
mechanism.38

4. CLASSIFICATION OF OXIDATIVE COUPLING
REACTIONS

Several metals have been shown to catalyze oxidative couplings,
those more common being rhodium,39−42 palladium,43,44 and
ruthenium.45,46 Recently, other non-noble metal centers, such
as cobalt47 or copper,48 have also been developed as less-
expensive and less-toxic alternatives, although the efficiency of
these systems is still far from those based on precious metals.
However, a classification of reactions based on catalysts does
not seem appropriate, because similar catalysts seem to produce
diverse mechanisms.
The nature of the external oxidant seems to be a more critical

factor on the mechanism. Thus, we decided to classify the
oxidative coupling reactions discussed in this perspective
according to the type of oxidant used. We distinguish two
different main types, the metal-based oxidants and the metal-
free oxidants (Scheme 4).

5. METAL-BASED OXIDANTS
Traditionally, metal-based oxidants have been the most used to
perform oxidative coupling reactions. The appropriate reduc-
tion potential, as well as the basic character of the carboxylate
ligands usually attached to the oxidant, makes these transition-

metal salts the option of choice to assist both in the activation
of C−H bonds and regeneration of the catalyst. The most
common oxidants of this type is probably copper(II) acetate,
which has been used extensively for years, especially in rhodium
and ruthenium catalysis, as privileged oxidant.49−53 The other
common salt that is used as an oxidant is the silver(I)
acetate.54−57 This oxidant can also efficiently trap the Cl atoms
of the metal catalyst used (normally [Cp*RhCl2]2 or [(p-
cymene)RuCl2]2). For this reason, sometimes both metal salts
are combined, with copper(II) acetate as the main oxidant and
silver(I) acetate as a chloride abstractor.58,59 In this section, we
have also included the internal oxidants. Formally, there is no
metal-based oxidant in these reactions, because the internal
oxidant is an electron-poor bond, normally a N−O bond, that
traps two electrons in the process and then acts as the oxidant.
However, the conditions used in these reactions, and the
combination with some acetate salt (commonly CsOAc) are
very similar to those used on Cu- or Ag-assisted reactions.
Herein, we report some specific mechanistic examples where
DFT calculations have been demonstrated to be a valuable tool
to understand the reaction features.

5.1. [Cu(OAc)2]2. Copper(II) acetate has been the most
used oxidant in this type of reaction. It has demonstrated very
interesting properties, in terms of efficiency, reaction selectivity,
and reaction scope, especially in combination with Rh and Ru
species as main catalysts. Specific roles of this oxidant in the
catalytic cycle have been proposed by some authors, but its full
understanding is still a matter of study.
The first examples of DFT calculations focused mainly in the

C−H activation step, normally through the concerted metal-
ation−deprotonation (CMD) transition state assisted by the
acetates in the reaction medium. For example, Hu, You, and co-
workers reported the mechanism for the C−H activation of
imidazole and thiophene.60 In this work, Pd(OAc)2 activates
efficiently both C−H bonds, first that in imidazole and later
that in thiophene, to promote the cross-oxidative coupling of
these two heteroarenes. However, the reaction barrier reported
for the C−H activation of thiophene (∼40 kcal/mol) was very
high, probably because of the absence of dispersion in the
calculations. These energies are unrealistic, confirming the
importance of the choice of the method.
Davies, Macgregor, and co-workers further highlighted the

importance of dispersion effects in DFT calculations of C−H
activation processes.61 They successfully studied the full
catalytic cycle of the oxidative coupling of pyrazoles with
alkynes catalyzed by rhodium or ruthenium species. Kinetic
isotope effect (KIE) experiments had shown that the KIE was
primary for Rh catalyst and almost negligible for Ru complex.
DFT calculations showed that the highest barrier for the
catalytic cycle in the Rh system was the CMD process on the
pyrazole ring, whereas in the case of Ru, the CMD of the C−H
activation step is barrierless on the free-energy surface, the
κ2−κ1 isomerization of the acetate being the highest barrier in
the C−H activation process. This conformational change
previous to the C−H activation process has a barrier higher
by 2.8 kcal/mol. For both metals, the formation of diacetate
monomer derivative (CpRh(OAc)2) or (p-cymeneRu(OAc)2)
from the initial chloride dimer precursors was assumed,
considering the copper acetate both as an oxidant and as an
acetate donor. The following steps, alkyne insertion and
reductive elimination were lower or very similar in energy to
the C−H activation. The regeneration of the initial catalyst was
not studied in this case, although the reaction works

Scheme 3. C−H Activation Mechanisms by Transition-Metal
Complexes

Scheme 4. Classification of Oxidative Coupling Reaction
Based on the Nature of the Oxidant
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stoichiometrically in the absence of oxidant when a good
acetate source (NaOAc) is used.
Recently, the same authors expanded the initial study with a

comprehensive paper on the Rh(III)-catalyzed oxidative
coupling of nitrogen-derived heterocycles with alkynes.62 The
solvent dependence of the C−H activation process was
successfully explained. They found two different mechanisms
for this step: the classic intramolecular CMD process and the
nondirected intermolecular C−H activation. The relative
barriers of both processes, with respect to the solvent, were
explained by the charge of the system in both transition states.
In the case of the CMD process, one acetate ligand is replaced
by the substrate, resulting in a charged species, favored in polar
solvents. The intermolecular process remains neutral during the
reaction pathways and is therefore favored in nonpolar solvents.
They extended those results to the reductive elimination step,
where the cationic or neutral character of the 7-member
metallacycles is key for the activation barriers (Figure 1). C−C

bond formations are extremely fast, with barriers below 4 kcal/
mol, independent of the charge of the system. However, C−N
bond formation are strongly affected by the charge going from
22.2 kcal/mol barrier for C−N+ to just 9.9 kcal/mol in neutral
C−N bond.
An asymmetric version of an oxidative coupling reaction was

analyzed by DFT methods by Zheng, You, and co-workers.63 A
chiral Cp ligand on a Rh(I) precatalyst, that is activated by
(BzO)2, was used to promote the catalytic dearomatization of
2-naphthols. Again, copper acetate was only considered as a
final oxidant and as an acetate donor. The mechanism consisted
of a C−H activation directed by the hydroxo group in the
reactant, followed by alkyne insertion, keto/enol tautomeriza-
tion, and a reductive elimination that yields the product
enantioselectively. The oxidant was calculated as a dimer,
providing a very exergonic reaction. It is noteworthy to
highlight here the importance of metal salts speciation in
organic solvents. The authors found that the first C−C bond
formation step (the alkyne insertion) was the enantioselectivity-
determining step, because of the irreversible barrier and the
impossible epimerization of intermediates after this step. The
calculations predicted a difference between both transition
states (the pro-S and pro-R) of 2.9 kcal/mol, in close agreement
with the experimental ratio (97:3) to the (S) enantiomer.

Mascareñas, Gulıás, and co-workers analyzed an intra-
molecular version of a Rh(III)-catalyzed oxidative annulation
both experimentally and theoretically.64 The reaction consists
of five different steps: the N−H activation, the C−H activation,
the migratory insertion of the alkyne, the reductive elimination,
and the regeneration of the catalyst. Again, Cp*Rh(OAc)2 was
considered to be the active species, and the most remarkable
point was that the alkyne insertion occurs into the Rh−N bond
instead into the more common Rh−C bond, because its energy
barrier is 2.8 kcal/mol lower. This feature is related to the
intramolecular character of the reaction.
Interestingly, all the cases discussed above considered the

oxidant as a simple regenerator of the catalyst. As far as we
know, only two examples have considered explicitly the role of
copper(II) acetate during the reaction pathway. The hypothesis
of a more elaborate role for copper(II) acetate is moreover
favored by the kinetic experiments carried out by Jones and co-
workers, who observed, using ultraviolet−visible light (UV-vis)
techniques that, in mixtures of [Cp*Rh2Cl]2, [Cu(OAc)2]2 and
a strong acetate donor such as NaOAc, only one chloride is
easily substituted to form the [CpRhCl(OAc)] in solution.65

Morokuma and co-workers introduced the issue of a possible
active role for Cu(OAc)2 in a DFT mechanistic study on the
Rh(III)-catalyzed C−H activation of 8-methylquinoline.66 They
suggested that there was no free acetate in the medium and
Cu(OAc)2 solvated with DMF molecules acted as a base in the
reaction, efficiently activating the sp3 bond. The results of this
paper have been questioned in the recent review of Macgregor
and co-workers, because of the lack of diffuse functions and the
difficult rationalization of the H/D exchange experiments,
which shows this step to be reversible.38 This highlights the
difficulties in describing the speciation of this metal salt in
organic coordinated solvents such as DMF, as has been
demonstrated by experiments.67 This particular reaction
finishes with a hydrogen migration and therefore, it is not an
oxidative coupling, so copper diacetate should have a role in the
catalytic cycle apart from the classical role as oxidant.
In this concern, our group carried out the mechanistic study

of the rhodium-catalyzed oxidative coupling between benzoic
acid and alkyne.68 Interestingly, the chemoselectivity of this
reaction was dependent on the oxidant, yielding very good
selectivity to the isocoumarin product only when copper(II)
acetate was used. The key feature of this reaction is the
competition between the reductive elimination and the CO2
extrusion process, and if CpRh(OAc)2 was considered as the
catalyst, the predicted selectivity was wrong (Figure 2). We
found a lower energy pathway in which copper acetate is
associated throughout the catalytic cycle with the rhodium
catalyst, resulting in a cooperative reductive elimination step
which explains the selectivity successfully. Remarkably, the two
electrons that are released from the organic moiety during the
C−O bond formation go to the different metals: one to the
rhodium center, generating Rh(II) and the other to the copper
dimer, reducing it by one electron. This is a clear example in
which the catalytic cycle operates through active participation
of the oxidant.

5.2. AgOAc. Silver salts, mainly AgOAc (but also Ag2O or
Ag2CO3), are also a good option as oxidant, either as a final
oxidant or as a catalytic agent. Moreover, Ag cations can
efficiently trap the Cl atoms from the catalyst precursor,
generating the active species with carboxylates attached to the
main metal center. Several studies analyzed this type of reaction

Figure 1. Reductive elimination step on several C−N and C−C
coupling in 7-member rhodacycle intermediates. Values shown
represent free-energy barriers (in kcal/mol).
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computationally but without focusing on the role of silver
salt.69,70

Houk and co-workers analyzed the factors that affect the
selectivity in the meta-C−H activation of arenes, using a nitrile-
containing template to enhance the reactivity at this position.71

Apart from the role as oxidant, they found an heterobimetallic
mechanism based on PdAg(OAc)3 dimeric structure, in which
the size of the cluster is appropriate for activating selectively the
meta position of the arene (Figure 3). The nitrile used in the

template coordinates with the Ag cation, generating a good
geometry for the CMD of the meta-C−H bond by the Pd
center, which is the rate- and selectivity-determining step. Thus,
it is another example of the active role of the oxidant in the
catalytic cycle.
Another example of the DFT characterization of the role of

silver salts was carried out by Ison and co-workers.72 They
analyzed the oxidative coupling of benzoic acid and alkynes
catalyzed by [Cp*IrCl2]2 complex using AgOAc as oxidant in

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to form isocoumarins. Experimen-
tally, they demonstrated the formation of the Cp*Ir(OAc)2 as
active species, which can activate the ortho-C−H bond of
benzoic acid stoichiometrically. In addition, they suggested that
the rate-determining step was the alkyne insertion. This was
further proved by DFT calculations, although dispersion
interactions were not considered and the results can be
misleading. Interestingly, they calculated the regeneration of the
catalyst by silver acetate. Once O−H and C−H were activated
and the alkyne was inserted, they analyzed the reductive
elimination pathway from Ir(III) and they also explored the
possibility of forming previously Ir(IV) or Ir(V) with the
oxidant. The last options were discarded due to the high
energy. Finally, when Ir(I) and the isocoumarin product were
produced, the regeneration of the initial catalyst occurred via
two consecutive single electron transfer (SET) steps from Ir
center to AgOAc. The product is released after the first SET, at
the Ir(II) center, and then the second SET is exergonic, to
regenerate Ir(III) species.

5.3. Cu/Ag Mixture. Several experimental reactions use a
combination of copper(II) acetate as the oxidant (1−2 equiv)
and catalytic amounts of a silver salt in combination with Rh or
Ru precursors. This combination takes the advantages of both
salts. On one hand, copper acts as the most efficient oxidant for
oxidative coupling reactions, and, on the other hand, silver
activates the main catalyst precursor, removing the Cl atoms
and forming the acetate-derived active species. Lan, Huang, and
co-workers analyzed the influence of each species separately
under the same experimental conditions (140 °C and 16 h in
toluene as solvent) and they found an improvement of the yield
from 25%, when only copper(II) acetate was used, to 65%
when silver and a base were added to the reaction medium.73

However, they did not consider these effects in the DFT

Figure 2. Free-energy profile of the chemoselective step in the oxidative coupling of benzoic acid and alkyne catalyzed by Rh(III) with the
cooperative effect of copper(II) acetate. Values shown are energies (in kcal/mol), in reference to the separated reactants.

Figure 3. Transition state of the CMD of the meta position of an
arene, using a nitrile template and an heterometallic dimer based on
Pd/Ag interaction.
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calculations, calculating the catalytic cycle with CpRh(OAc)2 as
the active catalyst. The same happens in the ruthenium-
catalyzed oxidative coupling of arenes and alkenes reported
recently.74

Probably, the best example of the Cu/Ag cooperation is the
divergent aryl/heteroaryl functionalization of picolinamides
with alkynes, depending on the oxidation state of the main
catalyst, Rh(I) vs Rh(III).59 Carretero and co-workers explored
the influence of the oxidant/additive combination in this
reaction. Surprisingly, only when copper and silver were mixed,
the reaction selectively yields the oxidative coupling product
(Table 1). However, if copper acetate is used, the reaction gives

mixtures and if silver acetate (produced from a silver salt and
sodium acetate) is used, the reaction gives the Heck
alkenylation product selectively.
DFT calculations demonstrated that two catalytic cycles can

operate in the same substrate, one from Rh(III) and the other
from Rh(I). The relative influence of both pathways is

extremely correlated with the oxidant/additive combination
used (Figure 4)

5.4. Internal Oxidant + Cs(OAc). The last group of
reactions in this section consists of the processes with an
internal oxidant, usually an electron-poor N−O bond. This
oxidant has formally no metal, but the reaction substrates as
well as the main catalysts used are very similar to those
discussed above. In addition, these metal catalysts are usually
combined with good acetate donors, to generate active species
such as Cp*Rh(OAc)2) or related complexes.75,76

The difference, with respect to the other oxidants, is that the
initial catalyst is regenerated by oxidative addition to this
electron-poor N−O bond. Two different cases have been
described: the oxidation of the bond before and after reductive
elimination. The first one generates the metal in a very high
oxidation state, as Rh(V), and this facilitates the next reductive
elimination. The other possibility implies the formation of
Rh(I) and the regeneration of Rh(III) by oxidative addition.77

Those different mechanisms allow one to control the
chemoselectivity of the reaction, especially playing with the
nature of the O group on the N−O bond. Xia and co-workers
studied this effect in the oxidative coupling of benzamide
derivatives (A) with olefins computationally.78 They demon-
strated that the nature of the R group in the N-OR moiety
determines the formation of the aryl olefination product (F) or
the cyclic amide formation (I), as is shown in Figure 5. The
reaction starts for both substrates (OR groups = OMe or OPiv)
following the same steps: N−H activation and C−H activation
via CMD transition state (B), and olefin insertion to form the
7-membered rhodacycle intermediate (C). However, the
stability of this intermediate is tremendously influenced by
this OR group. When OMe is used, the rhodacycle is not stable
and the arene olefination occurs through a β-hydrogen
elimination, forming D, followed by N−H reductive
elimination, generating Rh(I) intermediate E. The catalyst is
regenerated by MeOH elimination assisted by HOAc. In
contrast, when OPiv is used as an internal oxidant, the 7-
membered rodacycle intermediate is stabilized by the OPiv

Table 1. Oxidant/Additive Influence in the Reaction of
Picolinamide with 1,2-Diphenylalkyne Reported by
Carretero and Co-workers59

oxidant additive conversion (%) 7/8 ratio (%)

Cu(OAc)2 47 21/79
AgSbF6/NaOAc 46 <2/>98

Cu(OAc)2 AgSbF6 >98 >98/<2

Figure 4. Proposed competing catalytic cycles of Rh(III) vs Rh(I) mechanisms on the reactivity of picolinamides and alkynes.
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group via acyloxy carbonyl coordination. Then, N−O bond is
broken, forming Rh(V)-nitrene intermediate G that undergoes
easily the reductive elimination to form the cycle amide
intermediate H, that release the product I after nitrogen
protonation by HOAc.
Another interesting issue of this reaction is the effect of the

additives. Sunoj, Schaefer, and co-workers analyzed by means of
DFT the influence of silver acetate and cesium fluoride in the
palladium-catalyzed ortho-amination of N-arylbenzamide.79

Experimentally, the yields increase considerably when both
additives are used, using the same reaction conditions (130 °C
and 18 h). They demonstrated that the C−H activation process
is strongly influenced by those additives, lowering the barrier
from 28.1 kcal/mol to <10 kcal/mol. The cooperative
transition state is shown in Figure 6. A more recent study of
the authors expanded the cooperative effect of Pd/Ag to the
complete catalytic cycle, demonstrating that both metals favor
the reaction along all of the elementary steps.80

6. METAL-FREE OXIDANTS

The second group of oxidants is based on metal-free
compounds such as organic molecules or molecular dioxygen.
These have the advantage of yielding less-toxic subproducts,
increasing the sustainability of the oxidative coupling processes.
However, the reactions seem less efficient and further
optimization will be necessary. We consider three different
cases: organic compounds that act as radical precursors,
benzoquinone/O2 and molecular dioxygen. Radical precursors,
such as di-tert-butyl peroxide (DTBP) or tert-butyl hydro-
peroxide (TBHP), are usually combined with first-row
transition metals as the main catalyst, as these catalysts are
the most appropriated for one-electron oxidations, and
therefore, to react with radicals.81 The second type discussed
here is the molecular-dioxygen-based oxidative couplings.82−84

This oxidant is very appealing, as it produces only water as
byproduct and is very inexpensive. However, the activation of
the triplet ground state of the O2 molecule is challenging. We
have selected some specific examples that use DFT calculations
to rationalize the reaction mechanism.

6.1. Radical Precursors. The ability of organic peroxides to
promote radical formation has been used to perform oxidative
coupling reactions. Normally, a transition-metal catalyst is
needed to increase the selectivity and the efficiency of the
reaction. Lei and co-workers reported a C−N bond formation
through a radical oxidative cross-coupling catalyzed by copper
complexes using DTBP as an oxidant.85 They demonstrated
that Cu(II) can coordinate N-methoxybenzamide and under
radical conditions, the N−H bond is broken homolytically to
form a nitrogen-centered radical. The resulting intermediate,
characterized by DFT calculations as a triplet diradical, is
persistent and can be trapped by 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-
oxide (DMPO). Interestingly, B3LYP calculations showed that
this triplet state was more stable than the corresponding
Cu(III) compound, by 25.7 kcal/mol. These DFT results were
the starting point for the evaluation of the cross-coupling of this

Figure 5. Catalytic cycles of the internal oxidant-controlled mechanism of oxidative coupling of benzamide derivatives and ethylene.

Figure 6. Cooperative C−H activation of an arene by combination of
Pd/Ag/Cs in the transition state.
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activated nitrogen with carbon compounds. It was found that
the allylic position of cyclohexene was the most appropriate to
form the C−N bond, with yields up to 83% and a wide scope.
The same strategy was explored to promote the oxidative
coupling of this amide with tetrahydrofuran (THF) under Cu
or Ni catalysts.86

Fu, Yu, and co-workers analyzed computationally the
oxidative coupling of benzamide and toluene catalyzed by a
Ni(II) complex.87 They showed that this type of reaction is
extremely complicated, from a mechanistic point of view,
because different pathways are plausible. First, the N−H and
C−H bond of the benzamide are activated by the PPh3Ni(II)
complex. From this point, three different pathways were
calculated (Figure 7). The first one is based on the reaction of

the Ni(II) intermediate with the benzyl radical generated by
single electron transfer from an perfluoroalkyl iodide (i-C3F7I)
compound. The direct generation of this radical was
thermodynamically too high for a thermal process (36.1 kcal/
mol). The second option consisted of the oxidative addition of
i-C3F7I to the Ni(II) intermediate, but the energy of this step
was estimated to be >45 kcal/mol (the transition state could
not even be located). Finally, the productive pathway was the
iodine-atom transfer mechanism with an overall barrier of 30.0
kcal/mol. This mechanism demonstrated the importance of
single electron transfer steps in radical oxidative coupling and
the effect of Ni(II) as an electron donor in the process.
A last example selected for radical oxidative coupling was

reported by Fang and co-workers, and it consists of a C−O
coupling catalyzed by Cu species.88 This reaction is strongly
dependent on the oxidant and DFT calculations provided a
successful explanation on the oxidant effect (Figure 8). Small
peroxides, such as TBHP promotes the radical pathway through
a single electron transfer from Cu(I) to Cu(II). Then, Cu(II)
reacts with the dimethyl formamide (DMF) radical generated
in the reaction medium to form the Cu(III) intermediate. In
contrast, meta-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (mCPBA) prefers the
oxidative addition pathway to form directly a Cu(III) species.
After that, the chlorobenzoate can deprotonate the ethyl
acetoacetate intermolecularly. Finally, the hydroxo group
activates the C−H bond in DMF and the product is formed
via reductive elimination. Sterically hindered oxidants, such as
DTBP or dibenzoate peroxide (BP), are not productive,
because the oxidative addition product prevents the DMF
coordination, inhibiting the C−H activation.

Interestingly, most of the radical oxidative couplings can be
described with a catalytic cycle starting with catalyst oxidation.
The organic oxidant first activates the substrate or the catalytst,
and the reaction occurs exothermically until the regeneration of
the initial species.

6.2. Benzoquinone/O2. The use of benzoquinone and its
derivatives as oxidants for oxidative couplings is appealing,
especially in Pd catalysis, because of the ability of this organic
oxidant in the stabilization of Pd(0) intermediates, thus
hindering catalyst decomposition. Benzoquinone can be used
stoichiometrically to regenerate the catalyst,89 or in catalytic
amounts using molecular oxygen as the final oxidant.90

Liu and co-workers recently reported two interesting
examples in this concern. The first one is based on the
oxidative carbocyclization ana borylation by Pd catalysts,
analyzing the specific role of the solvent in the chemo-
selectivity.91 The other example studied in detail the
competitive pathways for the carbocyclization and alkoxycarbo-
nylation of bis-allenes.92 However, the specific role of
benzoquinone was not explored in any of these studies.
From a mechanistic perspective, Schoenebeck, Sanford, and

co-workers demonstrated the importance of benzoquinone to
promote the reductive elimination step in the oxidative C−H
functionalization of arenes and benzoquinolines.93 They found
that the barrier for C−C bond formation is reduced when
benzoquinone is coordinated to Pd by 20−30 kcal/mol, in
comparison with the same intermediate with acetate coordi-
nated or with a vacancy (Figure 9). This specific example again
highlighted the relevance of including additive or oxidants in
the computational study of catalytic cycles.

6.3. Molecular Dioxygen (O2). As we discussed in the
Introduction, one of the main appeals of the oxidative coupling
reactions is to reduce the waste product formation in
comparison with the classic cross-coupling reactivity. In this
sense, molecular dioxygen is an optimal oxidant. It is very
inexpensive, clean, and the usual byproduct is simply water.
However, the direct use of this oxidant is a challenge for several
reasons: O2 is very stable, both thermodynamically and

Figure 7. Divergent pathways from Ni(II) intermediate in the
oxidative coupling of benzamide and toluene.

Figure 8. Oxidant effect in the mechanism of the oxidative coupling of
ethyl acetoacetate and dimethylformamide (DMF).
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kinetically, and the ground state is a triplet, hindering the
activation on a singlet potential energy surface. In the last years,
several examples have been reported and studies of the reaction
mechanisms have started.
For example, Pd(II) diacetate can be used in combination

with oxygen and pyridine as a ligand to promote oxidative Heck
reactions. Zhang and co-workers studied this reaction computa-
tionally, via DFT methods.94 They focused mainly on the C−H
activation process, which is based on a CMD transition state,
activating the arene with a barrier of 31.3 kcal/mol (the rate-
determining step). The alkene then is inserted into the Pd−C
bond, forming the palladacycle intermediate (Figure 10). After

that, there is a β-hydrogen elimination with a small barrier of
1.6 kcal/mol, releasing the product. Finally, Pd(0) is generated,
protonating the remaining acetate. This Pd(0) species
regenerates the initial catalyst, reacting with molecular oxygen.
Only the thermodynamics of this last step was evaluated, with
no detailed mechanistic analysis, with overall ΔG° value of
−44.7 kcal/mol. In fact, only Pd(II) pathways were analyzed,
assuming that the catalytic cycle that operates in the reaction
does not depend on the oxidant.
One example that clearly defines the challenges of oxidative

coupling reactions with dioxygen is the Glaser−Hay reaction
(Figure 11, top).95 Although this reaction was reported more

than 100 years ago, the mechanism was not determined in
detail until few years ago. Fomina and co-workers reported a
preliminary DFT mechanism where the authors suggested that
the key step was the dioxygen activation.96 This hypothesis was
confirmed and expanded in an exhaustive DFT study that was
reported by our group.97 The reaction is a bimolecular process,
where two copper centers activate molecular dioxygen easily
forming a Cu(III)−Cu(III) dimer (Figure 11). After proto-
nation of the oxygen bridges, the resulting Cu(III)−OH species
reacts with another unit of Cu(I)-acetylide species leading to
the Cu(II)−Cu(II) coproportionated product. This species
undergoes the reductive elimination to regenerate the catalytic
cycle. The nitrogen-based ligand TMEDA acts both as a ligand
and as a base during the process, facilitating the deprotonation
of the acetylide, which is the rate-determining step of the
process, justifying why stronger bases and acidic acetylenes
provided higher reaction rates.
The treatment of the triplet state of molecular dioxygen is

one of the challenges in these reactions. Huang, Liu, and co-
workers tackled this issue in the copper-mediated oxidative
coupling of benzothiazole and thiophenol.98 The bipyridine-
Cu(I) complex first activates the thiophenol group. Then, this
group migrates into the electrophilic sp2 carbon of
benzothiazole. The coordination vacancy of Cu(I) is later
occupied by the molecular oxygen in the triplet state.
Interestingly, oxygen can abstract the hydrogen atom on the
Cu-mercaptobenzothiazole in a minimum energy crossing point
(MECP) that connects the triplet and the singlet states, going
from Cu(II)−O−O• to Cu(I)−OOH and the final product
(see Figure 12). In this context, Wang and co-workers have
described the mechanism of Pd-catalyzed aerobic C−H
functionalization of heterocycles.99 In this case, the role of
the oxidant has been exhaustively analyzed. The catalyst is a
Pd(0) derivative that is initially activated by O2. The use of t-
BuNC as ligand allows this oxidation with a small barrier (8.8
kcal/mol) and a subsequent MECP, from the triplet state to the
singlet state, which is even lower in energy. The result of this
transformation is the formation of Pd-peroxo cycle singlet
intermediate that is able to oxidize the N-methoxy amide
substrate.
Recently, Liao, Yin, and co-workers studied, both exper-

imentally and theoretically, the Pd-catalyzed oxidative coupling
of indole and methyl acrylate, where oxygen is used as a final
oxidant.100 Interestingly, the use of nonredox metal ions, such
as Sc or Al, considerably improve the reaction efficiency toward
the formation of bid(indolyl)methane derivatives. The
proposed mechanism consists in a cooperative Pd/Sc catalytic
cycle, where Sc(OTf)3 assists in the C−H activation of indole

Figure 9. Comparison of transition states for the reductive elimination
step in Pd-catalyzed oxidative C−C bond formation with no ligand,
HOAc, or BQ ligands.

Figure 10. Catalytic cycle of the Heck oxidative coupling of benzene
and methyl acrylate catalyzed by Pd(II) with O2 as an oxidant. Values
shown represent free energies (in kcal/mol).

Figure 11. Glaser−Hay reaction of acetylene and the most important
steps of the catalytic cycle.
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by CMD mechanism, lowering the barrier from 28.4 kcal/mol
to 14.5 kcal/mol. Then, methyl acrylate is inserted and, after a
β-hydrogen elimination, the Pd(II)−H intermediates under-
goes the reductive elimination with an attached acetate. Finally,
Pd(0) is reoxidized by molecular oxygen, releasing hydrogen
peroxide (detected experimentally) and regenerating the initial
Pd(II) catalyst.
The future of these reactions with dioxygen is promising.

Recently, Macgregor, Ackermann, and co-workers combined
molecular oxygen as oxidant with a first-row transition metal
complex as the main catalyst, Co(OAc)2.

101 The reaction
consists of the annulation of a benzamide and an alkyne,
releasing water as a waste product. Interestingly, the authors
suggest that cobalt(II) species is oxidized prior to the reductive
elimination step. This is consistent with an active role of the
oxidant in the reaction. We are convinced that the flexibility of
spin and oxidation states of first-row transition metals will lead
to the discovery of new catalytic systems involving dioxygen in
the near future.

7. OVERALL PICTURE
The catalytic cycle is complicated. The oxidant, in most cases,
seems to play a central role in the mechanism and cannot be
confined to a single additional step in an otherwise conven-
tional cross-coupling mechanism. The case for this hypothesis
is weaker in the case of metal-based oxidants, such as
copper(II) acetate, because of the relative scarceness of

mechanistic studies, and future work is still needed to provide
a more general scenario. The catalytic cycles for these oxidants
often involve second- or third-row transition-metal catalysts,
and the oxidant participates in the reductive elimination step
where the product is released. A dramatic example of this effect
is the use of internal oxidants, which determine many aspects in
the reactivity, such as regioselectivity or even chemoselectivity.
Metal-free oxidants, such as dioxygen, also actively participate

throughout the catalytic cycle, facilitating the activation of the
substrates and the reductive elimination. They are often
combined with first-row transition metals, probably because
these processes are prone to the involvement of single electron
transfer steps. According to all this information, three different
catalytic cycles can be proposed, depending on the role of the
oxidant (see Scheme 5).
The first option occurs when the catalyst is activated by the

oxidant in the initial stage of the reaction (Scheme 5, left). In
this case, the catalyst starts in a reduced inactive state, and the
oxidant is needed to form the active species that reacts with the
substrates and promotes the coupling. A second option is that
of the intimate cooperation between the oxidant and the main
catalyst during the cycle (Scheme 5, center).102,103 In this case,
the oxidant plays a double role, both as a co-catalyst and
electron acceptor. A clear example where this catalytic cycle
operates is the case of internal oxidants, where they are directly
attached to one substrate and therefore, they participate along
the entire mechanism. The third option consists of the
regeneration of the catalytic cycle once the reaction has been
carried out by the main catalyst (Scheme 5, right). This third
mechanism, as far as we know, has been the one most often
proposed for the oxidative coupling reactions, normally based
on stoichiometric reactions carried out without the oxidant. It
has a big advantage in its formal simplicity, because it follows
the cross-coupling mechanism with only an extra step.
However, its generality is questionable, as it can hardly explain
the effect of the oxidant in the chemoselectivity or
regioselectivity of the process in specific cases.
Some general mechanistic ideas are already coming into

focus in this area under development. Oxidative coupling
reaction mechanisms are complex and dependent on several
factors, such as the main catalyst, the oxidant employed, the
solvent, and other additives. DFT calculations have been
demonstrated to be a valuable methodology to understand
most of the factors in the reactions (i.e., regioselectivity,
chemoselectivity, or enantioselecitivy). More work is partic-
ularly needed on the role of the oxidant in the catalytic cycle.

Figure 12. Hydrogen atom abstraction pathway on the oxidative
coupling of benzothiazole and thiophenol catalyzed by Cu(I)-
bipyridine complex. Energies (in kcal/mol) refer to the reactants.

Scheme 5. Different Catalytic Cycles for Oxidative Coupling Reactions: (Left) Catalyst Activated by the Oxidant, (Center)
Cooperative Role of the Oxidant during the Cycle, and (Right) Regeneration of the Catalytic Cycle by the Oxidant
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Speciation of metal salts and active species in organic solvent
solution is relevant to the mechanistic studies. There is the
danger that the application of oversimplified models (i.e.,
simple molecular ion-pairs) in computational studies can affect
the thermodynamics and the kinetics of the reaction; therefore,
the issue should be treated carefully in future work in the field.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this perspective, we have presented the current picture on
the mechanism of oxidative coupling that emerges from DFT
calculations. This is an evolving field of research which, similar
to oxidative coupling itself, is far from settled, but significant
progress has been made. Most of the publications so far have
focused on a specific step, such as the C−H activation or the
selectivity determining step. Their joint consideration, and that
of the few works addressing the full catalytic cycle, allow some
general ideas to emerge. In our opinion, the need of an
oxidative step complicates the mechanistic studies, in
comparison with classic cross-coupling reaction; however, at
the same time, it is a promising opportunity for computational
chemistry, especially in the cooperative cases, where there are
many ways to tune the reactivity and predict new reactions. The
issue is further complicated because the presence of metal salts
as oxidants complicates the description of catalyst speciation in
solution, which is still a matter of discussion in the field. The
increase in computer power as well as the development of
modern density functionals now allows one to calculate real
systems and even full catalytic cycles. The inclusion of
dispersion forces and the possibility of optimizing the structures
in solution, using implicit solvent models, have considerably
improved the accuracy of the calculations in the field. However,
the presence of open-shell species and the intrinsic problems
derived from the complexity of oxidative coupling reactions,
because of the effect of additives and electron transfer steps, are
still a challenge and require further and more complete studies
in the near future. However, the reward to answering these
challenges is high, because there are questions remaining with
regard to the role of the oxidant, generation of the active
species, catalyst regeneration, or reaction selectivity that are still
far from being fully understood, and these questions seem to be
key to further optimization of the catalytic processes. DFT
calculations have been demonstrated to be a valuable tool for
the mechanistic study of oxidative coupling, and we are
convinced that they will play a relevant role in future
developments in the field.
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